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Exhibition Review
AccessþAbility, Cooper-Hewitt,
National Design Museum,
Smithsonian Institution, New York,
NY, USA, December 15,
2017–September 3, 2018
Reviewed by Bess Williamson

With its exhibition AccessþAbility, the Cooper-Hewitt
presents three rooms of current designs related to disability.
The works on view run an impressive gamut including
housewares, prosthetics, hearing aids, wheelchairs, canes,
and electronic interfaces. Some are in prototype form,
including works developed by students at Pratt Institute in
partnership with an Alzheimer’s caregiving organization, but
most are in circulation. These include an accessible voting
booth, the redesigned “active” Accessible Icon, and the
shapely, colorful canes that stick up from a corner display
at the exhibition’s entrance, as if from a hall stand in the
original 1909 mansion that houses the museum.

Displayed in the elegant interiors of the Carnegie mansion
(Figure 1), the exhibition joins a number of recent shows that
highlight design as a positive intervention in the realm of use-
ful things made for disabled people, including the 2016 Kent
State University Museum’s (dis)ABLED BEAUTY: The
Evolution of Beauty, Disability and Ability and the Royal
Ontario Museum in Toronto’s Fashion Follows Form:
Designs for Sitting. The Cooper-Hewitt’s own exhibition
Unlimited by Design of 1998 was an early milestone in the
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history of design museums addressing disability, as was the
Museum of Modern Art’s 1986 Designs for Independent Living, per-
haps the first ever exhibition of assistive technologies in a modern art
and design museum. The co-curator of the current exhibition, the
Cooper-Hewitt’s Director of Curatorial, Cara McCarty, also organized
that early MoMA exhibition. This time, she partners with Rochelle
Steiner, Professor of Critical Studies at the University of
Southern California.

AccessþAbility, like its predecessors, starts from the premise that
most design for disabled people lacks style and finesse, and thus
assembles works that are striking for their visual and functional fea-
tures. This exhibition includes more digital design than its
predecessors, including interfaces that visitors can test, such as an
eye-movement controlled computer. Many of these digital works are
wearable, including those that translate sensory input into messages
to the wearer. A “Soundshirt” with sensors tuned to the sounds of dif-
ferent instruments translates music into tactile sensation for deaf con-
cert-goers, while “Wayband” arm bands use vibrations to direct
vision-impaired wearers along a route mapped on their phones. The
latter is further explained in a video that shows the design team work-
ing with a blind runner who used the bands to run the New York City
Marathon alone. The exhibition also features works that provide sen-
sory responsiveness for people on the autism spectrum, an area not
explored in previous exhibitions. A set of colorful, quilted seat cush-
ions, easily snapped together into cone shapes, might appear to the
untrained eye to be flat-pack outdoor seating products, but they are
designed to provide lower-body stability and sensory feedback.

The exhibition delivers an overall impression of variety and choice,
but it lacks a strong interpretive stance from the curators. The works
on view present bold and individualistic style, and many are associ-
ated with personal taste and hobbies, whether it’s marathon running
or listening to music. And yet, the exhibition’s organization is more
clinical, with categories of “Mobility” (Figure 2), “Connecting,” and
“Daily Routines” to divide the three rooms. These terms, which echo
those used by the medical profession, define disability primarily as a
functional concern, instead of a cultural one. It is left to the viewer to
distinguish between works that accommodate difference, such as
3D-printed rings that provide greater stability when holding a pen,
and those that more actively seek to intervene in a person’s impair-
ment, such as a translucent scoliosis brace and the stretch-fabric
“Aura Power Suit” stitched with electronic pods to stimulate muscles.
These devices add beauty to tools of physical therapy, but they do
little to challenge the notion that disability needs to be treated
or fixed.

The exhibition also prompts other questions, some of which are
simply endemic to design exhibitions. For example, should an exhib-
ition document the state of the field, or, like the “Good Design”
shows of the Museum of Modern Art’s mid-century years, shape
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tastes? Questions like these carry particular weight when the
exhibition addresses a population historically excluded from media
images or beauty culture. While AccessþAbility’s elegant selections
suggest taste-making, another contemporary exhibition, EveryBody:
An Artifact History of the United States, an online show organized
by the National Museum of American History (NMAH), offers a
historical survey that mingles the beautiful with the painful. The
NMAH collection includes manufactured items such as a salesman’s
case of eyeglasses as well as homemade and adapted works, like
the poignant selection of three keys fashioned of wire, nails, and a
part of a tin can confiscated from inmates in a Wisconsin psychiatric
institution. Works like these keys are designed for urgency rather
than style, and would be an unlikely sight within the halls of the
National Design Museum. Still, while EveryBody takes the lived
experience of disability as a starting point, disabled people them-
selves are only a shadow presence in AccessþAbility. Press materi-
als for the exhibition note that many of the included works were
created by or in close collaboration with disabled people, but the
exhibition itself gives little sense of this input. Instead, in documents
such as the video of the marathon runner or notes on Pratt students’
work, disabled people are generally designed for, not doing design

Figure 1
Installation view, “Mobility” section, AccessþAbility. A white, faceless mannequin

stands on top of a low exhibition platform in the center of a room paneled with
ornately carved wood. The mannequin wears “Aura Power Suit,” a white and gray
lycra suit with turquoise wired accents. Other exhibition items including screens, a

map, and photographs are visible in the background. Photo: Chris J. Gauthier,
courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution.
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work themselves. Even the name of the exhibition shies away from
the full word “disability” in favor of the more generalizing “ability.”

Rather than the functional categories and neutral displays of
AccessþAbility, the show might have taken productive inspiration
from a thematic grouping of the museum’s permanent collection: The
Virtue in Vice. In selections scattered through the museum, the
Cooper-Hewitt’s curators gathered objects reflecting sinful, delightful,
and dangerous pursuits: a strip of wallpaper featuring a dominatrix pin-
up figure; a richly ornamented traveling case of silk and calfskin; a
“Cockfight chair” that the sitter straddles to watch what now is consid-
ered a cruel game. What, we might wonder, are the virtues and vices
of disability-related design? Are the products in AccessþAbility loved
by disabled people, or are they fated for the dustbin of history along
with many of the well-meaning gadgets designed with disabled people
in mind? The museum suggests that the exhibition’s designs
“empower,” but might any of them represent the more wicked instincts
of design to constrain and to discipline, not to mention to profit? On
these issues, the museum demurs. Perhaps in the next round of exhi-
bitions, museums may engage more directly with the limitations, as
well as the promises, of design’s engagement with disability.

Figure 2
Installation view of AccessþAbility. Three wheelchairs and a prosthetic leg

installed on a low white exhibition platform in a room with wood floors, ornate ceil-
ing, and stained-glass window. From left to right, “Motivation Rough Terrain,” a
black wheelchair with cushion seat and front wheel; “BMW Racing Chair” with

angled wheels, a low seat, and red-accented front steering arm; and “Prime TC
Transport,” a hospital-style wheelchair with blue plastic seat, handles for pushing

from behind, and a tall metal pole for medical fluid transport. Photo: Chris J.
Gauthier, courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution.
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